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Abstract

This paper addresses the challenge of the increasing number of traffic accidents resulting from
population growth and increased vehicle usage, leading to significant economic and environmen-
tal impacts. To address this issue, this paper proposes an improved model for traffic accident
management that employs Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and extensive data analysis
techniques to extract the main factors contributing to car accidents. A case study of traffic acci-
dents in Jordan is conducted, utilizing actual data from the Department of Statistics and the Public
Security Directorate Records between 2016 to 2020 to identify the primary factors contributing to
road accidents and their effects on various types of injuries. The study identifies 11 factors that
contribute to car accidents, with driver error being the primary factor for increasing the number
of accidents and injuries. Additionally, minor car accidents are found to cause more injuries based
on the analysis of the proposed approach. The findings provide a solid foundation for developing
an accurate and precise scheme to reduce or eliminate the number of road accidents, which is es-
sential for transitioning to smart cities. Using big data and KDD techniques could significantly
improve current traffic accident management practices, informing the development of new policies
and regulations to improve road safety and reduce economic and environmental impacts. This pa-
per presents a promising solution for addressing traffic accident management, contributing to safer
and sustainable urban environments.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, machine learning, big data, Jordan, KDD, road accidents,
traffic management

1 Introduction
The widespread adoption of IoT devices, sensors, smart technologies, and RFID technology in

smart cities has led to the generation of large and complex datasets known as big data. These
datasets can be leveraged to extract valuable information that can help address many problems, such
as traffic congestion [1]. Traffic management is a significant challenge many countries face, as it poses
problems related to human factors and economic implications. One of the critical concerns of traffic
engineers is identifying the peak hours of congestion on urban and city roads. Numerous policies
have been proposed to manage traffic congestion during peak hours [2]. Extensive studies have been
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conducted to determine the sources and causes of congestion, such as traffic volume, time of day,
weather conditions, and others. Various mitigating measures and solutions have been proposed to
reduce traffic congestion during peak hours, including enhancing the roadway capacity, promoting
carpooling and public transportation, encouraging flexible working hours, and increasing parking fees
in city centres [3].

Road accidents are a significant challenge worldwide, especially in developing countries. Jordan is
no exception, with frequent car accidents on rural and suburban roads. As such, previous studies have
focused on analyzing accidents, identifying their causes, and analyzing driver faults. Distracted driving
is the second-most common driver fault leading to accidents in Jordan, with the number of accidents
increasing due to rapid population growth and the number of vehicles, as the number of inhabitants
reached 10806000 with a number of recorded vehicles 1502420 [4]. These accidents severely impact
society and the economy, with the number of deaths in Jordan reaching 461 in 2020. There is a
growing need to develop improved traffic accident management systems in response to this issue.

Numerous endeavours have been undertaken to tackle the problem of road accidents, which are
projected to rank as the fifth leading cause of mortality by 2030, as per the World Health Orga-
nization’s report [5]. The emergence of digital devices and technological advancements have led to
the proliferation of the digital economy, which can provide a means of buying and selling goods and
services without requiring physical infrastructure. Consequently, it can potentially alleviate traffic
congestion [6].

This paper proposes an improved model for traffic accident management using Knowledge Discov-
ery in Databases (KDD) and big data analysis techniques to extract the primary factors contributing
to road accidents. A case study is presented using data from the Department of Statistics and the
Public Security Directorate Records between 2016 and 2020 to identify the main factors contributing
to road accidents and their effects on various types of injuries. The study identifies 11 factors that
contribute to car accidents, with driver error being the primary factor for increasing the number of
accidents and injuries. The findings provide a solid foundation for developing an accurate and precise
scheme to reduce or eliminate the number of road accidents, which is essential for transitioning to
smart cities. Using big data and KDD techniques could significantly improve current traffic accident
management practices, informing the development of new policies and regulations to improve road
safety and reduce economic and environmental impacts.

2 Research Background and Related Work
The process of extracting valuable knowledge from a dataset is known as Knowledge Discovery in

Databases (KDD). KDD uses data mining techniques to identify patterns and extract specific infor-
mation from the data. The importance of KDD has increased since the late 1990s, as companies in the
commercial, production, and service sectors have become interested in extracting valuable information
from their databases to improve their understanding of consumer preferences and behaviour [7]. KDD
is an engineering process that involves several steps, as shown in Figure 1. First, data is entered and
aggregated according to association rules. Then, the data discovery process uses statistical or query
tools to identify the desired data. The data is reprocessed by developing a model that considers redun-
dant and null attributes to reduce data dimensionality. The data is then analyzed using appropriate
methodologies based on the discovery goals. Data science extracts valuable knowledge using reports,
actions, and real-time monitoring. A mathematical model can induce reports, actions, and real-time
monitoring to extract the desired knowledge. The target and goals of KDD are based on the intended
use of the system for data discovery [8]. However, KDD suffers from a high number of redundant
records, as it was found that about 78% and 75% of the records are duplicated in KDD train and test
sets, respectively [9]. Additionally, KDD has difficulty dealing with unstructured data.

The trend towards developing smart cities that incorporate devices, sensors, and new technology
platforms is generating an ever-increasing amount of data. This large and complex data collection,
with its diverse types and forms, is commonly called "big data". Big data is characterized by its
size and complexity to the extent that it becomes difficult to manage using conventional database
management tools or data processing applications [11, 12]. Consequently, big data presents several
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Figure 1: KDD Process Steps

challenges related to data capture, creation, storage, search, participation, transportation, analysis,
and visualization [13]. The first level of big data involves the raw data source, which can be captured
by collecting data from different devices such as machine sensors or by generating data from trends
in additional information derived from the analysis of a single large set of related data, as illustrated
in Figure 2.

There are three types of data: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. Structured data can
be easily managed, and any data source problems can be identified during the pre-processing phase,
with processing policies varying based on the data category. Semi-structured data can be transformed
into a predetermined relational model, such as converting XML documents to free text, although
language processing is required to process textual data [14]. Unstructured data, such as images,
video, audio, and emails, are more challenging and often processed as text files. These types of data
lack correlation and the relation between them. Semi-structured data can be managed using XML
files, which are treated as a data set and schema and can be prepared for the next level of information.
Information is pooled together and transformed into Meta information level using various techniques,
with data cleaning used to eliminate duplication, null fields, compensate empty sets, and boundaries
information. Data auditing tools find contradictions by analyzing the data and detecting relationships
among data and rules. Ontology matching techniques, such as the automated and robust matching
algorithm system ’AgreementMakerLight’, can be used for this purpose. It is designed to process huge
ontologies while preserving maximum flexibility and expandability of the purebred AgreementMaker
structure [15]. The combination of big data and ontology-based services can assist in solving complex
problems by extracting useful knowledge, with the Web of Data providing an excellent opportunity
for ontology-based services [10].

Big data analysis can be approached in two ways: through data science and mathematical mod-
elling. Data science uses rules to analyze and present knowledge derived from information analysis.
On the other hand, mathematical models are used to analyze information mathematically using dif-
ferent mathematical techniques. The ultimate level of big data analysis is knowledge representation,
achieved after the presented information has been analyzed and transformed into meaningful informa-
tion or prediction tools that can be used to predict new knowledge. Another way of using knowledge
representation is using measuring tools to check the accuracy of the inferred knowledge. Finally, the
transformed data is stored to allow for rapid access to the data. This approach allows for data inte-
gration for knowledge sharing and exploration aided by mapping and reduced programming, such as
the RDF method. Applying the described technique aims to improve data processing without prior
integration [9, 16]. However, Big Data faces several challenges and limitations, such as data acquisi-
tion, storage, search algorithms, information sharing, analysis, and visualization. Moreover, computer
architecture limitations, such as low-level CPU and I/O, pose a significant challenge. Addressing these
challenges can lead to a bright future for Big Data, especially as information continues to exceed our
capacity to harness [17, 18]. Table 1 outlines the benefits and challenges of KDD and Big Data. The
proposed approach suggests a hybrid approach between KDD and Big Data to enable system discovery
from Big Data and overcome the challenges KDD faces.

Big data analysis can be approached in two ways: through data science and mathematical mod-
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Figure 2: KDD Process Steps

elling. Data science uses rules to analyze and present knowledge derived from information analysis.
On the other hand, mathematical models are used to analyze information mathematically using dif-
ferent mathematical techniques. The ultimate level of big data analysis is knowledge representation,
achieved after the presented information has been analyzed and transformed into meaningful informa-
tion or prediction tools that can be used to predict new knowledge. Another way of using knowledge
representation is using measuring tools to check the accuracy of the inferred knowledge. Finally, the
transformed data is stored to allow for rapid access to the data. This approach allows for the in-
tegration of data for knowledge sharing and exploration aided by the use of mapping and reduced
programming, such as through the use of the RDF method. Applying the described technique aims to
improve data processing without prior integration [9, 16]. However, Big Data faces several challenges
and limitations, such as data acquisition, storage, search algorithms, information sharing, analysis,
and visualization. Moreover, computer architecture limitations, such as low-level CPU and I/O, pose
a significant challenge. Addressing these challenges can lead to a bright future for Big Data, especially
as information continues to exceed our capacity to harness [17, 18]. Table 1 outlines the benefits and
challenges of KDD and Big Data. The proposed approach suggests a hybrid approach between KDD
and Big Data to enable system discovery from Big Data and overcome the challenges KDD faces.

AMOS is a software program used for structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis, which allows
users to test and fit various models. With AMOS, users can view the contents of data files and
group variables within a database to facilitate testing models involving multiple groups of subjects
[27]. AMOS can also handle missing data and empty records, allowing for the estimation of means
and intercepts even when the dataset is incomplete. The software is compatible with various data
file formats, including Access, Microsoft Excel, FoxPro, Lotus, SPSS, and Comma-delimited text
files. SEM is a statistical method used to test theoretical models, which hypothesizes how sets of
variables define constructs and how these constructs are related to each other. Researchers typically
use sets of indicator variables to define latent variables, independent or dependent variables, and other
measurement instruments to obtain observed or latent variables. The Chi-square (x2) statistic is an
essential indicator used in SEM to evaluate the model’s goodness of fit. It indicates the difference
between the observed and expected variance-covariance matrices [28].

The Chi-square (x2) statistic is an essential tool used in structural equation modelling (SEM) to
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Challenges Advantages

Big Data

Security and privacy Usefulness and reliability
Data heterogeneity [19] Easy to deal with very large databases [20]
Ethical issues Automated update
Analysis time Better accuracy

Support multiple formats

KDD

Not easy to deal with huge databases and
unstructured data [21]

Facilitate data mining and implementa-
tion of machine intelligence [22]

Data integrity and missing values Support decision making [23]
Data scarcity Helping the system developer [24]
Data dimensionality reduction Provide valuable solutions
Mathematical model

Table 1: A comparison between KDD and Big Data

determine the critical N statistic at which the null hypothesis can be rejected. It is used to fit and
derive statistics, and the correct Chi-square value represents the model’s goodness of fit. Chi-square
is a reliable indicator of the robustness of the model-fit measure and is the only statistical test used to
test the theoretical model’s significance. The Chi-square value ranges from zero for a saturated model
with all paths to a maximum value for the independent model with no paths.

In this research, the observed results are almost identical and compatible with the expected results.
Therefore, the Chi-square values obtained in this study are almost zero, indicating no significant
difference between the observed and expected values.

The application of big data analysis in the study of traffic accidents has facilitated the identifi-
cation of significant factors that contribute to their occurrence[32]. One research study utilized the
UW-DRIVENet transportation big data platform to collect data on over 30,000 traffic crashes in
Washington State in 2016. This study employed a joint weighting model based on the interval ana-
lytic hierarchy process (IAHP) and the grey relational degree to evaluate the subjective and objective
significance of data fields in six dimensions: people, vehicle, road, environment, crash, and time. The
model effectively quantified the weight of each dimension, thus providing deeper insights into the
factors that contribute to traffic accidents [29].

Additionally, a separate study was conducted to examine the freeway traffic crash data obtained
from WDOT (Washington Department of Transportation). To accomplish this, a multi-dimensional
multilevel system was developed. To ensure load balancing, the FP-Growth (Frequent Pattern-
Growth) algorithm was parallelly optimized on the Hadoop platform, which facilitated efficient and
accurate association rule mining calculations on large volumes of traffic crash data [30]. A thorough
analysis was conducted using historical crash data to study the impact of environmental and road
factors on traffic accidents. The study examined 11 factors that could influence the severity of acci-
dents from both the road and environmental perspectives. These factors were discretized to establish
an XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) model. To better understand the model’s predictions,
the SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) value was introduced and used to interpret the XGBoost
model. This study aimed to establish a prediction model specifically geared towards determining the
severity of traffic crashes on freeways[31].

This study aims to enhance the management of traffic accidents by introducing an improved model
that incorporates KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) and big data analysis. To achieve this,
a thorough analysis of traffic accidents in Jordan was conducted, which considered several factors
contributing to accidents, such as road conditions, weather, and driver behaviour. The proposed
model utilizes data mining techniques to scrutinize vast amounts of data and extract patterns that
can be utilized to forecast and forestall traffic accidents.
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3 Data set
The raw data used in this study was obtained from traffic accident records in Jordan between

2016 and 2020. The data was generated using several methods and includes information on a total of
1,729,343 vehicles, as well as 117,743 transit vehicles and 122,970 accidents by the year 2020. The data
was collected from 12 states across Jordan, with three main data centres located in the north, middle,
and south regions. The data encompasses a wide range of variables, including vehicle accidents, injuries
(age, gender), accident locations, driver information (age, gender), vehicle types, weather conditions,
accident images, and road types and conditions [4].

4 Proposed Approach
The rate of information growth in the current century has surpassed Moore’s Law due to the

diverse aspects of data generation. This study introduces a novel hybrid system integrating knowledge
discovery in databases (KDD) and big data analytics to extract valuable insights, as depicted in Figure
3. The proposed approach operates at three distinct levels.

At the initial stage of the proposed hybrid system, the KDD and BD approaches concentrate on the
data set, comprising two factors: data capture and data collection. The BD approach is responsible for
data capture and collects data in diverse forms, such as structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
data, including real-time, streaming, and ACD data. Semi-structured data does not conform to the
formal structure of data models used in relational databases and occurs when two data sources use
different languages or schema structures, such as XML and OWL, and can include hosted data, mirage
data, or data lake. In contrast, structured data is straightforward to handle since it comprises entities
and clear relationships between them. The KDD approach is concerned with data collection, and
the output is a dataset stored in a structured or semi-structured format. The transformation process
identifies the source of data belonging to either the KDD or BD approach and converts unstructured
data to structured data, which includes several steps such as acquiring data conditions dependent on
the domain of study, determining the path or direction of data, restructuring the data using a tall
array or Map-Reduce techniques, and producing a structured dataset. The choice of the technique (tall
array or Map-Reduce) depends on factors such as accuracy, performance, and scale. This approach has
effectively extracted valuable insights from the data, which is crucial for decision-making in various
fields [25].

The second tier is responsible for managing information and making decisions and acts as a medi-
ator between the Pre-Process and Organized levels. To ensure consistency, the transformation process
involves comparing the attributes (items) being instantiated with the dataset’s content. The tall array
confirms the location and content of data, while Map-Reduce confirms the consistency of the item with
its content by generating random pairs. Pre-processing uses a set of rules to monitor the entire dataset
and clean the data by detecting duplicates, missing values, nulls, empties, and other inconsistencies.

The third layer of the data analysis process pertains to the analysis stage, which involves two main
types of analysis: analysis by target and unsupervised analysis. Analysis by target entails generating
rules that provide a clear pathway for making accurate decisions based on the domain instructions.
To achieve this, a formatting transformation instruction and filter method are required to minimize
the number of rules related to the target and/or sub-target and to specify the relationship among
decisions. This ensures that the right decision is made for the right target.

On the other hand, unsupervised analysis involves making a cross between properties (items) and
target (decision) as presented in the formula below:

∝=
{

(sub rules), Number of rules > 1
target A target A, Number of rules = 1

(1)

Paths =
{

(sub rules), Number of rules > 1
target A Rule, Number of rules = 1 target A

(2)
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Figure 3: Hybrid approach between KDD and Big Data to extract knowledge

This involves analyzing the relationships among the sub-rules, number of rules, and targets to
identify paths to making accurate decisions without needing prior guidance or instruction.

The goal of the analysis stage is to decide based on the target (action) with a short response
time and high precision. This requires a trade-off between the number of rules and sub-rules, both of
which serve the same purpose of achieving the target. To strike this balance, measures such as time
complexity, performance, overhead, capacity, and quality value are adjusted based on the domain
studies. This ensures that the analysis process is optimized for efficiency and accuracy while fulfilling
the requirements of velocity and veracity.

5 Results and Discussion
The results of this study show that Knowledge Discovery (KDD) offers more effective and valuable

detection solutions than traditional Big Data analytics methods. This is because KDD relies heavily
on unique and advanced analytical techniques. We combined the two methodologies and utilized
tall array techniques to capitalize on the strengths of KDD and Big Data analytics. To test the
effectiveness of this approach, we conducted a case study focused on road accidents in Jordan between
the years 2016-2020. The results demonstrate that the proposed approach can effectively identify and
analyze complex patterns within the data, leading to more accurate and informed decision-making.
The data utilized in this study was obtained from traffic accident records in Jordan between 2016-
2020. The data includes information on 1,729,343 vehicles, with an additional 117,743 transit vehicles
entering Jordan. The analysis reveals that the main factors contributing to accidents in Jordan are
driver behaviour, road state, vehicle type and condition, weather condition, and peak hours. Figure 4
illustrates the number of accidents in Jordan between 2016-2020. It is observed that the population
and number of vehicles have increased exponentially during the interval, increasing the number of road
accidents, injuries, and fatalities. However, in 2020, there was a significant decrease in road accidents
due to the country-wide lockdown imposed in response to COVID-19.

The traffic accident data set obtained from the statistical department in Jordan was very large,
with different formats and many redundancy and anomalies. To eliminate these defects and extract
valuable knowledge, we applied the proposed approach to the dataset using a tall array of Big Data.
The result revealed eight main factors responsible for road accidents, as shown in Table 2. These
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Figure 4: Road accidents information during 2016-2020 in Jordan

factors can be used to build a mathematical and simulation model to allocate the main contributing
factors in road accidents and test the optimal parameters with the least property accidents’ occurrence
using AMOS “SPS”, as described above.

The generated data aligned with the expected results generated by the AMOS statistical model.
The factors are responsible for road accidents were inferred and presented in Table 2. The analysis
revealed that driver mistakes are the main factor responsible for road accidents and cause over 50%
of human injuries. One potential solution to this issue is to provide more education and training to
drivers using various methods. Additionally, smart cars may have restrictions that reduce driver’s
mistakes, but some drivers may turn these options off.

Road accidents
causes and reasons

Slight injuries Medium injuries Severe injuries Fatal injuries

Traffic light violation 2% 1.30% 0.90% 0%
Road lane changes
crashes

23.50% 26.40% 30.50% 34.50%

Speed 1.30% 1.30% 1.60% 3.40%
Drivers’ mistakes 43.60% 51.50% 53.70% 50.70%
Roads rules’
violations

11.50% 7.80% 4.70% 2.30%

Violation of road
traffic signs and
regulations

13.50% 8.80% 5.60% 2.80%

Road close follower
driving

3.40% 1.20% 1.40% 1.60%

Parking in prohibited
areas

0.80% 1.30% 0.70% 3.40%

Others 0.40% 0.40% 0.90% 1.30%

Table 2: Road Accidents Causes and Reasons with Corresponding Injury Levels

We have applied feature selection techniques on the data set to remove non-optimal features and
selected only 11 features responsible for causing injuries in traffic accidents. These 11 factors include
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the type of vehicles, license driving type, road surface, weather conditions, region, day, time, month,
and speed. These factors are summarized in Figure 5. Based on our analysis, we have found that small
cars have the highest number of injuries in road accidents. This could be because small car drivers are
often unqualified and not properly trained, which increases their likelihood of making mistakes and
being unable to avoid injuries during accidents. Other factors, such as weather conditions, daytime
running lights, and road surface, significantly reduce the number of injuries in case of road accidents.
This suggests that drivers pay more attention to these factors and take appropriate measures to reduce
the likelihood of injuries. Based on our analysis, collisions result in more injuries than run-over and
deterioration incidents, as shown in Figure 5 -C. We recommend eliminating these incident types in
future analyses. We attribute this to the advanced technology used in cars and increased awareness
of people in crowded cities. Weekdays and weekends have a similar percentage of injuries, as shown
in Figure 5-I, although fewer injuries occur on weekends. However, the difference is not significant.
Additionally, July has a higher number of injuries than other months, as shown in Figure 5-H. This
may be due to increased traffic from workers returning from neighbouring countries such as Saudi
Arabia, Oman, and the UAE. Interestingly, higher speeds over 100 km/h are not a significant factor
in increasing the number of injuries. Conversely, accidents at lower speeds result in more injuries,
and this is because drivers pay more attention at higher speeds. Most accidents occur between 4
pm and midnight, as shown in Figure 5-G. According to the road department, people get tired after
4 pm and need to rest after a long day, or some start a second job. Identifying 11 factors that
contribute to car accidents, with driver error being the most significant factor leading to an increase
in the number of accidents and injuries, is a significant contribution of this study. The reliable and
valid interpretation of the results through the application of big data and KDD techniques offers the
potential for informing the development of new policies and regulations to improve road safety and
reduce economic and environmental impacts.

6 Conclusion and Future work
The management of road traffic accidents is a critical aspect of traffic management in most coun-

tries, given its significant impact on economies and lives. Despite extensive efforts to study the factors
that contribute to road accidents through daily data recording, the increase in data size in volume,
velocity, variety, and veracity necessitates the exploration of new trends in Big Data analysis. To ex-
tract knowledge that assists decision-makers in minimizing the number of road accidents, this research
proposes an approach that merges big data techniques with Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
methods. Real data collected from the Department of Statistics and Public Security Directorate were
used to apply feature selection methods, resulting in the selection of 11 factors. The analysis revealed
that driver mistakes are the primary factors causing accidents and injuries, with small car accidents
causing more injuries. However, some detailed factors, such as road surface and weather conditions, do
not affect the increase of injuries and could be eliminated in the future. Meanwhile, other factors have
a small percentage and could affect the accuracy of the results. To address these challenges, future
work will include generating a simulation model that incorporates these extracted data to determine
the best conditions for traffic management through merging Big Data analysis and knowledge data
discovery. Additionally, we propose research that we utilizes artificial intelligence algorithms such as
machine learning and deep neural network to simulate real-world scenarios and explore expected opti-
mal solutions for traffic accident management. Furthermore, new telecommunication technologies and
virtual reality approaches will also be incorporated to enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of the
simulation model. This research provides valuable insights that will help policy and decision-makers
with strategies to reduce the number of road accidents, injuries, and fatalities.
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Figure 5: Number of injuries in road accidents based on factor type
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